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ABSTRACT

Drug resistant pathogens are a wide-spread and deadly phenomenon. Antimicrobial resistance was estimated to be associated
with 4.95 million deaths worldwide in 2019. If resistance continues to develop at the current rate, bacterial infections are
expected to surpass cancer as the leading cause of death worldwide by 2050. Despite this troubling trend, antimicrobial
drug development has all but ceased. For the few new drugs that are approved, microbes develop rapid resistance through
evolution by mutation and selection. Novel approaches to designing therapy that explicitly take into account the adaptive
nature of microbial cell populations are desperately needed. Approaches that can design therapies given limited information
about the evolving system are particularly important due to the limitations of clinical measurement. In this study, we explore a
reinforcement learning (RL) approach capable of learning effective drug cycling policies in a system defined by empirically
measured fitness landscapes. Given access to a panel of 15 β -lactam antibiotics with which to treat the simulated E. Coli
population, we demonstrate that RL agents outperform two potential treatment paradigms at minimizing the population fitness
over time. We also show that RL agents approach the performance of the optimal drug cycling policy. Crucially, we show that it
is possible for RL agents to learn effective drug cycling protocols using current population fitness as the only training input. Our
work represents a proof-of-concept for using AI to control complex evolutionary processes.
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Introduction1

Drug resistant pathogens are a wide-spread and deadly phenomenon that were responsible for nearly 5 million deaths worldwide2

in 20191. In the US alone, 3 million cases of antimicrobial resistant infections are observed each year2. The increasing3

prevalence of pan-drug resistance has prompted the CDC to declare that we have entered a “post-antibiotic era”2. Despite this4

evident public health crisis, development of novel antibiotics has all but ceased due to the poor return on investment currently5

associated with this class of drugs3. Novel approaches to designing therapies that explicitly take into account the adaptive6

nature of microbial cell populations while leveraging existing treatment options are desperately needed.7

Evolutionary medicine is a rapidly growing discipline that aims to develop treatment strategies that explicitly account8

for the capacity of pathogens and cancer to evolve4–10. Such treatment strategies, termed “evolutionary therapies”, typically9

cycle between drugs or drug doses to take advantage of predictable patterns of disease evolution. Evolutionary therapies are10

typically developed by applying optimization methods to a mathematical or simulation-based model of the evolving system11

under study11–21. For example, in castrate-resistant prostate cancer, researchers developed an on-off drug cycling drug protocol12

that allows drug-sensitive cancer cells to regrow following a course of treatment22, 23. Clinical trials have shown this therapy13

prevents the emergence of a resistant phenotype and enables superior long-term tumor control and patient survival compared to14

conventional strategies22, 23.15

Current methods for the development of evolutionary therapies require an enormous amount of data on the evolving system.16

For example, many researchers have optimized treatment by using genotype-phenotype maps to define evolutionary dynamics17

and model the evolving cell population15, 24–32. However, most methods for optimization of these models requires a complete18

understanding of the underlying system dynamics14, 15, 33, 34. Such detailed knowledge is currently unobtainable in the clinical19

setting. Approaches that can approximate these optimal policies given only a fraction of the available information would fill a20

key unmet need in evolutionary medicine.21

We hypothesize that reinforcement learning algorithms can develop effective drug cycling policies given only experimentally22

measurable information about the evolving pathogen. Reinforcement learning (RL) is a well-studied subfield of machine learning23

that has been successfully used in applications ranging from board games and video games to manufacturing automation33, 35–37.24

Broadly, RL methods train artificial intelligence agents to select actions that maximize a reward function. Importantly, RL25

methods are particularly suited for optimization problems where little is known about the dynamics of the underlying system.26

Further, RL and related optimal control methods have been previously applied for the development of clinical optimization27

protocols in onocology and anesthesiology20, 38–43.28

index drug code drug
1 AMP Ampicillin
2 AM Amoxicillin
3 CEC Cefaclor
4 CTX Cefotaxime
5 ZOX Ceftizoxime
6 CXM Cefuroxime
7 CRO Ceftriaxone
8 AMC Amoxicillin + Clavulanic acid
9 CAZ Ceftazidime

10 CTT Cefotetan
11 SAM Ampicillin + Sulbactam
12 CPR Cefprozil
13 CPD Cefpodoxime
14 TZP Pipercillin + Tazobactam
15 FEP Cefepime

Table 1. Reference codes for drugs under study

In this study, we develop of a novel approach to discov-29

ering evolutionary therapies, using a well studied set of em-30

pirical fitness landscapes as a model system. We will explore31

"perfect information" optimization methods such as dynamic32

programming in addition to RL methods that can learn policies33

given only limited information about a system. We show that34

it is possible to learn effective drug cycling treatments given35

extremely limited information about the evolving population,36

even in situations where the measurements reaching the RL37

agent is extremely noisy and the information content is low.38

1 Methods39

As a model system, we simulated an evolving population of Es-40

cherichia coli (E. coli) using the well-studied fitness landscape41

paradigm, where each genotype is associated with a certain42

fitness under selection15, 25, 28. We relied on a previously de-43

scribed 4 allele landscape of the E. Coli β -lacatamase gene44

where each mutation has a measured impact on the sensitivity45

of an E. coli population to one of 15 β -lactam antibiotics25, 28.46

We then defined 15 different fitness regimes on the same underlying genotype space, each representing the selective effect of47

one of 15 β -lactam antibiotics (Table 1)25. We used this well-studied E. coli model system because it is one of the few microbial48

cell populations for which a combinatorially complete genotype-phenotype mapping has been measured25, 28. By simulating an49

evolving E. coli cell population using the described fitness landscape paradigm, we were able to define an optimization problem50

on which to train RL agents (Fig 1).51
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Figure 1. Schematic of artificial intelligence system for controlling evolving cell populations. A: E. coli population evolving on fitness landscapes
under the strong selection, weak mutation evolutionary regime. At each time step, a reward signal r and a measure of system state s are sent to the replay
memory structure. B: Replay memory array stores (s, a, r, s’) tuples where s’ is state s+1. These are then used to batch train the neural network. C: Deep
Neural network estimates the value of each action given information about the environment’s state. The action with the largest estimated value is then applied
to the evolving cell population.

1.1 Simulation of Evolution Using Fitness Landscapes52

We use a previously described fitness-landscape based model of evolution15, 26. In brief, we begin by modeling an evolving53

asexual haploid population with N mutational sites. Each site can have one of two alleles (0 or 1). We can therefore represent54

the genotype of a population using an N-length binary sequence, for a total of 2N possible genotypes. We can model theoretical55

drug interventions by defining fitness as a function of genotype. These “drugs” can then be represented using N-dimensional56

hyper-cubic graphs (Fig 1A). Further, if we assume that drug evolution under drug treatment follows the strong selection and57

weak mutation paradigm, we can then compute the probability of mutation between adjacent genotypes and represent each58

landscape as a Markov chain as described by Nichol et al.15. At each time step, we sampled from the probability distribution59

defined by the Markov chain to simulate the evolutionary course of a single population.60

1.2 Optimization approaches61

We applied two related optimization approaches to identify effective drug cycling policies in this setting. First, we extended the62

Markov chain framework to formulate a complete Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is a discrete-time framework for63

modeling optimal decision-making33. Critically, the system under study must be partially under the control of the decision-64

making agent. MDPs can be solved using dynamic programming to generate optimal policies for the defined control problem33.65

The dynamic programming algorithm requires perfect information (e.g. the complete transition matrix and instantaneous state66

from the MDP) in order to yield optimal policies. Next, we trained agents with imperfect information using reinforcement67

learning to approximate a clinical scenario where perfect information will never be available. Notably, the state set, action set,68

and reward assignment were shared between the perfect and imperfect information conditions. The action set corresponded to69

the drugs available to the optimization process. We considered this system to have a finite time horizon (20 evolutionary steps70

in the base case). We chose a finite time horizon rather than an infinite time horizon assumption in order to more faithfully71

represent clinical disease courses. For our purposes, we assume that one evolutionary time step is the equivalent of one day of72

evolution.73

1.2.1 Perfect Information74

The state set S represents all potential genotypes (16 total in our base case) that the evolving population can explore. The75

action set A corresponds to the 15 available β -lactam antibiotics. Finally, we define the reward set (R) and the set of transition76
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probabilities (P) as a function of the current genotype s as well as the chosen action, a (eq 1):77

R = 1− f (s|a) for s ∈ S and a ∈ A,and,
P = f (st+1|st ,at) for s ∈ S and a ∈ A.

(1)

We solved the defined MDP using backwards induction, a dynamic programming approach designed to solve MDPs with finite78

time horizons44, to generate an optimal drug cycling policy for each evolutionary episode. Backwards induction is used to79

estimate a value function V (s) which estimates the discounted reward of being in each state s. Optimal policies Π(s) are then80

inferred from the value function. Throughout the remainder of the paper we will refer to this optimal drug cycling policy as the81

“MDP” condition.82

1.2.2 Imperfect Information83

In order to assess the viability of developing optimal drug therapies from potentially clinically available information, we trained84

a Deep Q learner to interact with the evolving E. Coli system described above. Deep Q learning is an extremely well-studied85

and characterized method of reinforcement learning, and is particularly suited to situations where very little a priori knowledge86

about the environment is available33, 45. We used two different training inputs to model a gradient of information loss. In the87

first condition, termed RL-genotype, the instantaneous genotype of the population was provided as the key training input at88

each time point. For this condition, the neural architecture was composed of an input layer, two 1d convolutional layers, a max89

pooling layer, a dense layer with 28 neurons, and an output layer with a linear activation function.90

In the second condition, termed RL-fit, instantaneous population fitness of the population was provided as the key training91

input at each time point. The neural architecture of RL-fit was composed of a neural network with an input layer, two dense92

hidden layers with 64 and 28 neurons, and an output layer with a linear activation function. RL-fit takes population fitness at93

time t and one-hot encoded action at time t−1 as inputs and outputs Q-values. Q-values are estimates of the future value of a94

given action. Q-value estimates are improved by minimizing the temporal difference between Q-values computed by the current95

model and a target model, which has weights and biases that are only updated rarely. We used mean squared error (MSE) as the96

loss function.97

We further explored the effect of information content on learned policy effectiveness by introducing a noise parameter. With98

noise active, fitness values s ∈ S that were used as training inputs were first adjusted according to:99

st = st +w ∈ W ∼N (µ,0.05×σ
2). (2)

For the noise experiment, µ was set to 0 such that σ2 = 0 would introduce no noise. We then varied σ2 (referred to as ’noise100

parameter’) from 0 (no noise) to 100 (profound loss of signal fidelity).101

All code and data needed to define and implement the evolutionary simulation and reinforcement learning framework can be102

found at https://github.com/DavisWeaver/evo_dm. The software can be installed in your local python environment using ’pip103

install git+https://github.com/DavisWeaver/evo_dm.git’104

2 Results105

In this study, we explored the viability of developing effective drug cycling policies for antibiotic treatment given less and106

less information about the evolving system. To this end, we developed a reinforcement learning framework to design policies107

that limit the growth of an evolving E. Coli population in silico. We evaluated this system in a well-studied E. coli system for108

which empirical fitness landscapes for 15 antibiotics are available in the literature25. A given RL agent could select from any of109

these 15 drugs when designing a policy to minimize population fitness. We defined three experimental conditions. In the first,110

we solved a Markov decision process formulation of the optimization problem under study. In doing so, we generated true111

optimal drug cycling policies given perfect information of the underlying system (described in Section 1.1). In the second, RL112

agents were trained using the current genotype of the simulated E. Coli population under selection (RL-genotype). Stepping113

further down the information gradient, RL agents were trained using only observed fitness of the E. Coli population (RL-fit).114

Finally, we introduced noise into these measures of observed fitness to simulate real-world conditions where only imprecise115

proxy measures of the true underlying state may be available. Each experimental condition was evaluated based on its ability to116

minimize the fitness of the population under study. We compared these conditions to two negative controls; a drug cycling117

policy that selects drugs completely at random (which we will refer to as “random”), and all possible two-drug cycles (i.e118

AMP-AM-AMP-AM-AMP). We tested 100 replicates of RL-fit and RL-genotype against each of these conditions. Each119

replicate was trained for 500 episodes of 20 evolutionary steps (10000 total observations of system behavior). We chose 500120
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Figure 2. Performance of RL agents in a simulated E. coli system. A: Line plot showing the effectiveness of the average learned policy as training time
increases on the x-axis for RL agents trained using fitness (red) or genotype (blue). B: Boxplot showing the effectiveness of 10 fully trained RL-fit replicates as
a function of noise. Each data point corresponds to a single episode. The width of the distribution provides information about the episode by episode variability
in RL-fit performance. C: Density plot summarizing the performance of the two experimental conditions (measured by average population fitness) relative to
the three control conditions. D: Signal to noise ratio associated with different noise parameters. Increasing noise parameter decreases the fidelity of the signal
that reaches the reinforcement learner.

episodes as the training time after extensive hyper-parameter tuning showed decreased or equal effectiveness with additional121

training.122

Comparison of RL drug cycling policies to negative controls.123

drug sequence replicate condition
CTX,AMC,CTX,CPR,CTX,CPR,CTX,CPR,CTX,CPR 53 RL-fit
CTX,CPR,CPR,CPR,CTX,CPR,CPR,CPR,CTX,SAM 53 RL-genotype

CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,CPR 23 RL-fit
CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC 23 RL-genotype
CTX,AMC,CTX,AMC,CTX,CPR,CTX,AMC,CTX,CPR 96 RL-fit
CTX,SAM,CTX,SAM,CTX,CPR,CTX,CPR,CTX,CPR 96 RL-genotype

Table 2. Example drug sequences. Here, we show the first 10 selected drugs for
representative episodes of the three top-performing replicates.

We found that both RL124

conditions dramatically re-125

duced fitness relative to the126

random policy. In both cases,127

the RL conditions learned ef-128

fective drug cycling policies129

after about 100 episodes of130

training and then fine-tuned131

them with minimal improve-132

ment through episode 500133

(Fig 2A). As expected, RL-134

genotype learned a more ef-135

fective drug cycling policy on average compared to RL-fit. RL-genotype had access to the instaneous state (genotype) of136

the evolving population, while RL-fit was only trained using a proxy measure (population fitness). In 98/100 replicates, we137

observed a measurable decrease in population fitness under the learned RL-fit policy versus a random drug cycling policy138

(Fig S1A). Further, we found that the average RL-fit replicate outperformed all possible two-drug cycling policies (Fig 2C).139

RL-genotype outperformed both negative controls in all 100 replicates (Fig 2C). In some replicates, RL-genotype achieved140

similar performance compared to the MDP policy (Fig S1D). In addition, the distribution of performance for RL-genotype141

policies nearly overlapped with MDP performance (Fig 2C). Introduction of additional noise to the training process for RL-fit142

led to degraded performance. However, even with a large noise modifier, RL-fit still outperformed the random drug cycling143

condition. With a noise modifier of 40 (fitness +N (µ = 0,σ2 = 0.05×40)), RL-fit achieved an average population fitness of144

1.41 compared to 1.88 for the random drug cycling condition (Fig 2D).145
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Figure 3. Drug cycling policies learned by RL-genotype and RL-fit. A: Heatmap depicting the learned policy for 100 replicates (on the x-axis) of the
RL-genotype and 100 replicates of RL-fit. Far left column (enlarged) corresponds to the optimal policy derived from the MDP condition. The Y-axis describes
the β -lactam antibiotics each RL agent could choose from while the color corresponds to the probability that the learned policy selected a given antibiotic.
Bottom heatmap shows the median fitness benefit observed under the policy learned by a given replicate. B: Heatmap showing the average learned policy for
RL-fit and RL-genotype. RL-genotype learns a more consistent mapping of state to action compared to RL-fit.

Overview of learned drug cycling policies for RL-fit and RL-genotype.146

We evaluated the learned drug cycling policies of RL-fit, RL-genotype for the 15 β -lactam antibiotics under study. We147

compared these to the true optimal drug cycling policy as a reference. For this system, we show that the optimal drug cycling148

policy relies heavily on Cefotaxime, Ampicillin + Sulbactam, and Ampicillin (Fig 3A). Cefotaxime was used as treatment149

in more than 50% of time-steps, with Ampicillin + Sulbactam and Ampicillin used next most frequently. The optimal drug150

cycling policy used Cefprozil, Pipercillin + Tazobactam, and Cefaclor infrequently. The remaining drugs were not used at151

all. The different RL-fit replicates largely converged on a similar policy. They relied heavily on Cefotaxime and Amoxicillin152

+ Clavulanic acid. However, they relied infrequently on Cefprozil. RL-genotype replicates also converged on a relatively153

conserved policy. Further, RL-genotype replicates showed a much more consistent mapping of state to action compared to154

RL-fit (Fig 3B). All optimization paradigms identified complex drug cycles that use 3 or more drugs to treat the evolving155

cell population. None of the tested two-drug combinations compete with policies learned by RL-genotype, and are generally156

out-performed by RL-fit. We show that policies that do not rely on Cefotaxime are suboptimal in this system. The three157

replicates that showed the least benefit compared to the random drug cycling case did not use Cefotaxime at all (Fig 3B). The158

importance of Cefotaxime is likely explained by the topography of the CTX drug landscape (Fig S6). More than half of the159

available genotypes in the CTX landscape lie in fitness valleys, providing ample opportunities to combine CTX with other160

drugs and "trap" the evolving population in low-fitness genotypes.161

Evolutionary trajectories observed under RL-Genotype, RL-fit, and MDP drug policies.162

Next, we compared the evolutionary paths taken by the simulated E. coli population under the MDP, RL-fit, RL-genotype,163

and random policy paradigms. The edge weights (corresponding to the probability of observed state transitions) of the164

RL-genotype and MDP landscapes show a 0.96 pearson correlation (Fig 4). In contrast, the edge weights of the RL-fit and MDP165

landscapes show a 0.82 pearson correlation (Fig 4). During the course of training the MDP condition, the backwards induction166

algorithm generated a value function V (s,a) for all s ∈ S and a ∈ A. In Figure 4D, we use this value function to show that167

certain genotypes (namely 1,5,6, and 13) were more advantageous to the evolving population than to the learner. These states168

were frequented much more often under the random drug cycling condition compared to any of the experimental conditions169

(Fig 4D). We also show that other genotypes (namely 12 and 11) were particularly advantageous for the learner compared to170

the evolving population. These states were frequented much more often under the experimental conditions compared to the171

random drug cycling condition (Fig 4D).172
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Figure 4. Comparison of evolutionary trajectories seen under different regimes A-C: Selected Pairwise comparisons of state transition frequency
under different experimental conditions. State transition frequency is nearly identical for the RL-genotype and MDP conditions (R=0.97). In contrast,
state-transition-frequency for the RL-fit and MDP conditions are related but less strongly correlated (R=0.75). As expected, state transition frequency is not
very similar between the RL-fit and random conditions (R=0.62). D: Bar chart comparing the frequency that states are observed under different experimental
conditions. The value of each state (to the learner) is highlighted for each state by the bottom heatmap. High value states are observed more frequently in
RL-fit, RL-genotype, and MDP conditions compared to the random condition.

We also show that certain state transitions occur more frequently than others, independent of experimental conditions.173

For example, the population nearly always transitioned from genotype 5 to genotype 7 (Fig 5). This transition highlights the174

way these learned policies use drug landscapes to guide evolution. Genotype 5 (0100) is a fitness peak in most of the drug175

landscapes used in the learned policies, and is therefore a very disadvantageous state for the controlling agent. CTX, the most176

commonly used drug in all effective policies, has a slightly higher peak at genotype 7 (0110), which forces the population away177

from genotype 5 (Fig S4). As another example, the evolving population very rarely transitioned from state 1 to state 9 in the178

RL-fit condition. This state transition occurred commonly in the MDP and RL-genotype conditions (Fig 5). This difference is179

explained by the policies shown in Figure 3B. Under the RL-genotype policy, CTX was selected every time the population was180

in state 1 (the initial condition). The CTX landscape topography allows transition to 3 of the 4 single mutants, including state 9181

(1000) (Fig S6). Under the RL-fit policy, CTX and AMC were used in about equal proportion when the population is in state 1.182

Unlike the CTX landscape, the AMC landscape topography does not permit evolution from state 1 to state 9 (Fig S6)).183

Characteristics of selected drug policies184

To better understand why certain drugs were used so frequently by RL-genotype, RL-fit, and the MDP policies, we185

developed the concept of an “opportunity landscape”. An opportunity landscape is an optimistic summation of n fitness186

landscapes. We computed each opportunity landscape by taking the minimum fitness value for each genotype from a given187

set of fitness landscapes. This simplified framework gives a sense of a potential best case scenario if the drugs in a given188

combination are used optimally. For example, the MDP policy relied heavily on CTX, CPR, AMP, SAM, and TZP to control189

the simulated E. Coli population. The resultant opportunity landscape (Fig 6A) contains only a single fitness peak, with 15/16190

of the genotypes in or near fitness valleys. In Figure 6B, we show the actual state transitions observed during evolution under191

the MDP policy. We also color the nodes based on the value function estimated by solving the MDP. As expected, the value192

function estimated by the MDP aligns closely with the topography of the opportunity landscape. There is only one genotype193

that the value function scores as being very poor for the learner, corresponding to the single peak in the opportunity fitness194

landscape (Fig 6). Interestingly, the opportunity landscape predicted that the population would evolve to the single fitness peak195

and fix. In contrast, the observed state transitions suggest that the MDP policy was able to guide the population away from that196

single fitness peak. A more detailed discussion of opportunity landscapes can be found in the supplemental materials.197
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Figure 5. Movement of simulated E. Coli population through the genomic landscape. Top row: Heatmap depicting the joint probability distribution
for each state transition under the different experimental conditions. The second two show the difference in state transition probability compared to the MDP
condition. Bottom row: Graph depicting the fitness landscape, beginning with the wild type (bottom) all the way to the quadruple mutant (top). Size of arrow
depicts the frequency with which a state transition was observed under the labeled experimental condition. The color of each node corresponds with the
expected value (to the learner) of being in that state. As above, the second two arrows correspond to the observed difference between RL-Fit or RL-genotype
and the MDP condition.

We also show that both the MDP and RL-genotype conditions select the drug with the lowest fitness for most genotypes (Fig198

6C). There are a few notable exceptions to this rule, which highlight RL-genotype’s capacity for treatment planning. A greedy199

policy that selects the lowest drug-fitness combination for every genotype would select Amoxicillin (AM) when the population200

is identified as being in genotype 5. The AM drug landscape then strongly favors transition back to the wild-type genotype201

(state 1). From state 1, most available drugs encourage evolution back to the genotype 5 fitness peak. As we see in Figure 6B,202

state 5 is by far the least advantageous for the learner. The greedy policy therefore creates an extremely disadvantageous cycle203

of evolution. In fact, none of the tested policies rely heavily on AM in state 5 (Fig 3B), instead taking a fitness penalty to select204

Cefotaxime (CTX). The CTX drug landscape encourages evolution to the double mutant, which has access to the highest value205

areas of the landscape. Finally, we rank drug landscapes based on the number of genotypes with a fitness value < 1 (Fig 6D).206

Based on the defined reward function, these genotypes would be considered advantageous to the learner. We show that drugs207

identified as useful by the optimal policy or RL-genotype tend to have more advantageous genotypes in their drug landscape.208

The only two highly permissive landscapes (CPD, CPR) that aren’t used have extremely similar topography to CTX, which209

most policies were built around.210

3 Discussion211

The evolution of widespread microbial drug resistance is driving a growing public health crisis around the world. In this study,212

we show a proof of concept for how existing drugs could be leveraged to control microbial populations without increasing drug213

resistance. To that end, we tested optimization approaches given decreasing amounts of information about an evolving system214

of E.Coli, and showed that it is possible to learn highly effective drug cycling policies given only empirically measurable215

information. To accomplish this, we developed a novel reinforcement learning approach to control an evolving population of E.216

Coli in silico. We focused on 15 empirically measured fitness landscapes pertaining to different clinically available β -lactam217
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Figure 6. MDP value function closely matches opportunity landscape for drugs commonly used under MDP policy. Panels A and B show the
16-genotype fitness landscape under study, starting with the wild type at the top, progressing throw the single mutants, double mutants, triple mutants, and
finally the quadruple mutant at the bottom. A: Opportunity landscape for the 5 drugs most commonly used under the MDP policy (CTX, CPR, AMP, SAM,
and TZP). B: Observed state transitions under the MDP policy. The node color corresponds to the value function estimated by solving the MDP. Lower values
correspond to states the MDP policy attempts to avoid while higher values correspond to states the MDP policy attempts to steer the population. C: Scatter Plot
showing the distribution of fitness with respect to genotype for the 15 β -lactam antibiotics under study. The drug selected by RL-genotype in a given genotype
is highlighted in light blue. In cases where the MDP selected a different drug than RL-genotype, that drug is highlighted in orange. D: Number of genotypes
with fitness above or below 1 for each drug under study. Drugs that are used by both the MDP and RL-genotype are highlighted in orange. Drugs that are used
by only the MDP are highlighted in green. Drugs that are used by only RL-genotype are highlighted in blue.
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antibiotics (Table 1). In this setting, RL agents selected treatments that, on average, controlled population fitness much more218

effectively than either of the two negative controls. We showed that RL agents with access to the instantaneous genotype of the219

population over time approach the MDP-derived optimal policy for these landscapes. Critically, we showed that RL agents were220

capable of developing effective drug cycling protocols even when the measures of fitness used for training were first adjusted221

by a noise parameter. This suggests that even imperfect measurements of an imperfect measure of population state (the kind of222

measurements we are able to make in clinical settings) may be sufficient to develop effective control policies. We also show223

that RL or MDP-derived policies consistently outperform simple alternating drug cycling policies. Finally, we introduced the224

concept of the "Opportunity Landscape" which can provide powerful intuition into the viability of various drug combinations.225

Our work expands a rich literature on the subject of evolutionary control through formal optimization approaches.226

Our group and others have developed and optimized perfect information systems to generate effective drug cycling poli-227

cies11, 12, 14, 16, 17. Further, a limited number of studies have used RL-based methods for the development of clinical optimization228

protocols20, 38–41, 43. These studies have been limited so far to contrived simulated systems, including a recent study that229

introduced Celludose, a RL framework capable of controlling evolving bacterial populations in a stochastic simulated system42.230

Much like the studies noted above, we show that AI or MDP-based policies for drug selection or drug dosing dramatically231

outperform sensible controls in the treatment of an evolving cell population. We also extend this literature in two key ways. To232

our knowledge, ours is the first optimization protocol capable of learning effective drug cycling policies using only observed233

population fitness (a clinically tractable measure) as the key training input. Second, we grounded our work with empirically234

measured fitness landscapes which will facilitate more natural extension to the bench.235

There are several limitations to this work which bear mention. We assume that selection under drug therapy represents236

a strong-selection and weak mutation regime in order to compute transition matrices for our models. While this is likely237

true in most cases, it is possible that other selection regimes emerge in cases of real world pharmacokinetics where the drug238

concentration fluctuates dramatically. In addition, we chose to keep drug concentration constant throughout are analysis, largely239

owing to the lack of robust empirical data linking genotype to phenotype under dose varying conditions (sometimes called a240

fitness seascape)46. As more empirical fitness seascape data becomes available, a natural extension would be to explore the241

efficacy of the RL system in controlling a population by varying both drug and dose.242

While we present the most extensive genotype-phenotype modeling work to date on this subject, we still only modeled the243

effect of mutations at 4 genotypic positions. The real E. Coli genome is approximately 5×106 base pairs47. The evolutionary244

landscape for living organisms is staggeringly large, and not tractable to model in silico. It is possible that empirical measures245

of fitness like growth rate or cell count may not provide a robust enough signal of the underlying evolutionary state on real246

genomes. In vitro implementations of reinforcement learning-based drug cycle optimization systems are needed to address this247

potential shortcoming. Another potential alternative would be to use the comparatively low-dimensional phenotype landscape248

of drug resistance48.249

In this work, we present a novel reinforcement-learning framework capable of controlling an evolving population of E. Coli250

in silico. We show that RL agents stably learn multi-drug combinations that were state specific and reliably out-performed a251

random drug cycling policy as well as all possible two-drug cycling policies. We also highlight key features of the types of drug252

landscapes that are useful for the design of evolutionary control policies. Our work represents an important proof-of-concept253

for AI-based evolutionary control, an emerging field with the potential to revolutionize clinical medicine.254
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Figure S1. Performance of RL-fit and RL-genotype for each replicate. A: Fitness observed under RL-fit policy compared to random drug cycling
condition. B: Fitness observed under RL-fit policy compared to fitness observed under optimal policy. C: Fitness observed under RL-genotype policy
compared to random drug cycling condition. D: Fitness observed under RL-genotype policy compared to fitness observed under optimal policy.

Supplemental Materials364

1.1 Hyperparameter tuning365

We varied key hyperparameters one at a time in order to identify optimal values to promote learning in this setting. Parameter366

ranges and the selected value are shown in Table S1. Due to the long run-times of the training process, we were unable to make367

use of more formal hyper-parameter optimization approaches. Future work will increase the efficiency of training reinforcement368

learners in this setting, opening up a number of interesting follow-on studies.369

1.2 Additional performance data for RL agents370

As mentioned in the main text, we tested both the RL-fit and RL-genotype conditions 100 times each. In Figure S1, we show371

the perfomance of all 100 RL-fit and RL-genotype replicates. In 98/100 replicates, RL-fit outperformed the random drug372

cycling case (Fig S1A). The very best RL-fit replicates still fell short of the MDP-derived optimal policy (Fig S1B). In all 100373

replicates, RL-genotype outperformed the random drug cycling case ((Fig S1C). RL-genotype performance approached the374

performance of the optimal policy (Fig S1D).375

Table S1. Key Hyperparameters for reinforcement learner

Parameter Value Range

gamma 0.99 0-1

learning rate 0.0001 0.000001-0.1

minibatch size 60 20-500

update target model frequency 310 100-1000
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1.3 Policy Clustering376

We performed PCA on the policies for all 100 replicates from the RL-genotype and RL-fit conditions. We then used the377

silhouette method, implemented in the factoextra package, to estimate the appropriate number of clusters. We found that either378

2 or 5 clusters would be optimal. As two clusters would only recapitulate our orignal RL-genotype and RL-fit conditions, we379

performed kmeans clustering with 5 centers. Results are shown in Fig S2.380

Figure S2. Identification of policy groups using PCA and kmeans clustering. RL-fit replicates were separated into 2 distinct replicates. RL-genotype
replicates were separated into 3 distinct groups but it is unclear if these groups are meaningfully different.

We plotted the top 3 pairwise comparisons of principal components, which together account for about 56.4% of the variance381

in this dataset. The RL-fit and RL-genotype policies were clearly separated by this method, with RL-genotype being split382

between clusters 1,2, and 4. RL-fit was split between clusters 3 and 5 (Fig S2). Clusters 3 and 5 represent meaningfully383

different policy motifs that RL-fit found frequently over the course of 100 replicates. Cluster 3 replicates were Cefprozil384

dominant, and used Cefotaxime and Amoxicillin + Clavulanic acid infrequently. Cluster 5 replicates were Cefotaxime and385

Amoxicillin + Clavulanic acid dominant, and used Cefprozil infrequently (Fig S3). Notably, cluster 3 replicates tended to have386

worse performance compared to cluster 5 replicates (Fig 3).387
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Figure S3. policy heatmaps for groups identified using PCA and kmeans clustering. Groups 1,2, and 4 correspond to RL-genotype policies. Groups
3 and 5 correspond to RL-fit policies. color gradient represents probability that a given drug (x-axis) will be selected when population is in a given state
(y-axis).
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Figure S4. Opportunity Landscape for MDP-derived policy. Opportunity landscape is an optimistic combination of 5 empirically measured drug
landscapes. Just 1/16 genotypes is near a fitness peak on the opportunity landscape, helping to explain the extremely low fitness observed in the simulated
E.Coli population when the MDP-derived policy is applied.

1.4 Opportunity Landscapes388

We define an opportunity landscape to be the most optimistic combination of n landscapes, formed by taking the minimum389

possible fitness at each genotypic position. This construct can help us better understand how the learner uses different390

combinations of drugs to maintain the evolving population at extremely low fitness values. Figure S4 describes the opportunity391

landscape discovered by the MDP condition. As noted in the main text, the MDP primarily uses 5 drugs (CTX, CPR, AMP,392

SAM, and TZP) in combination to trap the evolving population of E. Coli at extremely low fitness genotypes. In the combined393

opportunity landscape, just one genotype (0100) had a high fitness in all 5 drugs. As expected, the opportunity landscape394

closely matches the value function estimated by the MDP (Fig 5)395
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Figure S5. Opportunity landscape for most common policy identified in the RL-genotype condition. As in the MDP-derived policy, just 1/16
genotypes is near a fitness peak in the opportunity landscape.
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Figure S6. Opportunity landscape for the most common policy identified in the RL-fit condition. The most common RL-fit policy relies on AMC
and CTX to control the E. Coli population. Assuming the most optimistic combination of these two drug landscapes, 4/16 genotypes are near a fitness peak.

The opportunity landscape for the RL-genotype is almost identical to the opportunity landscape observed for the MDP396

policy (Fig S5). Interestingly, RL-genotype only uses 3 of the 5 drugs in the MDP policy; CPR, CTX, and SAM. RL-fit397

discovered policies that typically only used two drugs. The most effective RL-fit policies relied heavily on AMC and CTX. We398

present the resulting opportunity landscape in Figure S6. As expected, there are more genotypes with high fitness values under399

this two-drug paradigm compared to the 4 or 5 drug policies discovered by RL-genotype and the MDP, respectively.400

1.5 MDP policy401

As mentioned in the main text, we computed the MDP policy by formulating a markov decision process of the strong selection,402

weak mutation model of evolution under study. We then solved the MDP using backward induction, an algorithm designed403

to identify an optimal policy for a finite time discrete MDP. The identified policy is a function of current state and current404

time step, making it even more specific than the policies identified by the reinforcement learning conditions. We show the405

time and state-specific MDP policy in Figure S7. Near the end of an episode (steps 19 and 20), we see a switch to a greedy406

policy that simply selects the drug with the minimum fitness for a given genotype. We also varied the discount rate (gamma),407

between 0 and 1 during the hyperparameter tuning process. In Figure S8, we show the effect of gamma on the avergage fitness408

achieved by the MDP policy. While gamma didn’t have a large effect, likely due to the relatively short length (20 time steps) of409

each episode, we show that increasing gamma led to increased performance of the computed MDP policy. We also show that410

increasing gamma led to increased use of CTX (drug 4).411
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Figure S7. MDP-derived optimal policy.

Figure S8. Effect of variation in gamma on optimal policy performance and composition
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1.6 Additional Analyses412

As noted in Figure 2C in the main text, we evaluated the performance of all A-B-A-B two-drug cycles to use as a comparison413

group for RL-fit and RL-genotype. In Figure S9A, we examine these combinations in greater depth. We also show the414

landscape correlation between the two drugs in every combination. We show that anti-correlated landscapes tend to make415

more effective combinations, likely due to collateral sensitivity. Highly correlated landscapes tend to make ineffective drug416

combinations, likely due to collateral resistance.417

Finally, we evaluated the effect of starting population genotype on the performance of each two-drug combination. We418

found that the starting genotype of the population had no effect on the overall distribution of performance for these two-drug419

combinations (Fig S9).420

Figure S9. Two-drug cycling policies.
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